THE GOLDEN NIKAI RECONSIDERED
In the Parthenon as reconstituted by scholars, our eyes have been so dazzled by
the colossal gold an(d ivory statue that we have scarcely noticed her handmaidens, the
golden victories of -Athena. Our attention has been drawn to them again by the
thorough study of all the relevant inscriptions bv Mr. Woodward.! These inscriptions
together with a f ew scattered literary references considered in connection with a
bronze head recentl Tdiscovered in. the Agora 2 provide sufficient -material to tempt one
to reconstruct the Nikai.
The Parthenos and these Nikai alike wverethe expression of the prudence of
Perikles, who believed in fortifying the state by great reserve funds rather than by
mortgages on -future earnings: at E1rEptovrtat, he sagaciously observed, ro009 1owX4ov9
(Thucydides, I, 141, 5). These financial reserves
paAXXovi) atl3tatot Eo-kopat avE'Xovor-tv
were translated into a spiritual investment bv dedicating them to the Goddess. TlLus
the Athenians could lay ulp)their treastures in heaven while still keeping their hands
oni thenm. 'But when theyr w.ere obliged to convert these golden statues into money,
E s r6v
TO
they wverecarefull not to say KaTaKo4p0LeV Ta'&g
NtKas
r6,v
bout v/ XP70oP
rats N'Kat9 Elq r\v IoTXEf0ov.' Piety an.d prudence could botlh be satisfied by turning
useless bullion into works of art. Furthermore, there was undoubtedly serious pressure to keep in employment the skilled craftsmen wvhohad been released from occupation when the Parthenos was dedicated in 438 B.C. Perikles, be it remIembered, kept
hlis eye on labor conditions. "'it being- his desire and design that the undisciplined
mechanic nmultitudethat stayed at honle should not go without th-eir slihre of the public
salaries and yet shotuld not have th-iemgiven them for sitting still and doing nothing,
'"The Golden Nikai of Athena," 'Apx. TE., 1937, pp. 159 ff.; " Two Attic Treasure Records,"
Athenian.Studies Presented to W. S. Ferguson, Harvard Studies in Classical Philology, Supplement
I (Cambridge, 1940), pp. 377 ff. Older literature: P. Foucart, " Les Victoires en or de l'acropole,"
B.C.H., XI, 1888, pp. 283 ff.; W. S. Ferguson, The Treasurers of Athena (Cambridge, 1932).
This study has been a co-operative affair. TUJndertaken
as a brief note for Eugene Schweigert's
publication of the Agora fragments of Nikai records, it was fostered by the generotus interest of
many friends, to whoomI owe more than I canl formally acknowledge. Especial thanks must be
rencdered,lhowever,to Arthur Parsons, who joined in the preliminary skirmish, to Kendrick Pritchett,
who patiently advised on matters epigraphical, to Mary Zelia Pease who as' patiently acted as
'model' for the figtures,to J. H. Classeyvwho made an invaluable copy of Professor Woodward's
article, and above all, to my husband, who not onlv advised, suggested, and criticized, but actually
abetted in the overthrow of his own theories, and then urged me to publish. Figs. 4, 8, 11 are from
photographs especially taken by Alison Frantz.
2 H. A. Thomipson. "A
Golden Nike fronmthe Athenian Agora," H.S.C.P., Supplem-ientI,
pp. 183 ff.
3 Denmetrius,De elocuttione,281.
Hesperfa, XIII, 3
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to that end he thought fit to bring in among them with the approbation of the people,
the vast proiects of buildings and designs of work that would be kept of some continuance before they were finished and would give employment to nunmerous arts."
(Plutarch, Pericles, 159b, translation by Clough.)
It is probably more than a coincidence, therefore, that the first extant meention
of the golden Nikai occurs in a decree of 434 B.C. that orders EK7TOEIV ra Evacrca ra
Xi]tva Kat ra` Nt[Kag rag x]pvoas.4 'Their stubsequent hiistory can be traced in various
inscriptions down to the niddle of the foourth century B.C. and by literary references
into the third. But the tradition of making large golden statues was much older. The
ancient East as wvellas Egypt prodtuced numerous statues in precious metals (iil fra,
p. 180). The taste for ostentatious sculpture came to Greece in the Orientalizing
period, and Kypselos, imitating the potentates, dedicated a golden Zeus.' Chance
excavation recently at Delphi has revealed fragtments of gold and ivory stattles of
this period, to make real to our increduilous eves the fairy-stories of tradition.6 Among
the mnostimiportant of the traditional dedications at Delphi was that after Himaera.
made by Hiero and his brothers,-a golden Nike within a tripod of the samnenmetal;
the entire offering weighed 16 talents. And once more to the incredulous, corroboration has been offered by the discovery of the base of this very offering.7 The other
golden statuies of wvhichwe read in literature and inscriptions still remain vague,8 but
the records of the oolden Nikai of Athiena are unique in being the only sturviving
descriptions of ancient statues written b-y contemporaries of their scuilptors.
The Nikai which are to be discussed in this paper, and the evidence attesting,
themii,mnayfor convenience be introdtuced here in tabular form.
LIST OF NIKAI

Letter
A, B, C
(At least)
D

E

Reference
A.T.L., D2, lines 2-3
(=I.G., 12, 92;
Woodward, No. 1)

Date

B.C.

434/3

Hesperia, IX, 1940, ca. 430-425
l)- 309, No. 27. lines
1-4
Hesperia, IX, 1940, ca.430-425
l. 309. No. 27, lines
4-10

Description
Nikai in plural

Identification

Nike weighing two
talents

Might equal A, B

Nike by Deinokrates,
weighed from feet
upward

Might equal B. C

J.G., J2, 92; Meritt, Wade-Gery, and McGregor, The Athenian7Tribute Lists (Cambridge,
1939), D2 (p. 161 and pp. 208-209).
=)Pausanias,V, 2, 3.
6 P. Amandry, " Les statues chryselephantiniesde Delphes," B.C.H., LIII, 1939, pp. 86 ff.
7 Athenaeus, VI, p. 231c; F. Poulsen, Delphi, p. 219.
8 Pausanias, X, 24, 5, etc. For the history of golden statues in later times, see K. Scott, " The
Significance of Statues in Precious Metals in Emperor Worship," Trans. anld Proc. An. P/hil.
Assoc., LXII, 1931, pp. 101 ff.
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Letter
F, G

H

J

ReferenTce
I.G., 12, 368, lines 128 (
Woodward,
No. 2)

Date B.C.

175

Descr-iptiont
Nikai in dual, just
dedicated. Legs of F
weighed separately

Idenitificationi
Not equal the above because
just dedicated

Woodward, No. 3, ca. 410
line 1 (~ I.G., I2,
369)

One item---ept--precedes other Nikai

MViight
equal A, B, F, or G

Woodward, No. 3, ca. 410
lines 2-6 (= I.G., I2,
369)

Total weight 1 tal., Recurs in Woodward, No.
5987 dr., grouped 4, lines 5-10 (= J.G., II2,
peculiarly
1502). Might equal A, B,
C. E, F, or G

ca. 410

Nike by - - - atides. Recurs in Woodward, No.
Total weight 1 tal., 5, lines 13 ff. (- I.G., 1I2.

Woodward, No. 3,
lines 9-13 (
.
IG.,
I

426/5

369)

5962 dr., 3 ob.

1370 + 1371 + 1384)

Hesperia, IX, 1940, pp.
310 f., No. 28 + I.G., JJ2,
1386 + 1381 (lines 2 ff. of
Hesperia, IX, No. 28)
I.G., II2, 1388, lines 16-24
(= Woodward, No. 6)
I G., II2, 1393, lines 6-11
(+I.G., II2, 1406 + 1448 +
1449 Woodward, No. 7)
I.G., I29, 1400, lines 8-12
(= Woodward, No. 9)
I.G., II2, 1407, lines 8-11
(=-- Woodward, No. 10)
I.G., II2, 1424a (A ddenda),
lines 5-21, (- Woodward,
No. 12)
I.G., I12, 1425, lines 1-16
( Woodward, No. 13)
I.G., II2, 1428 (A ddenda),
lines 26-41 (- Woodward,
No. 14)
I.G., II2, 1431, lines 1-4
(= Woodward, No. 15)
Woodward, No. 16 (= I.G.,
II2,

1440, lines 40-45)

Might equal C
K

Woodward, No. 3, ca. 410
lines 13-17 (= I.G.,
IJ2
369)

L

Woodward, No. 4,
lines 2-5 (- IC.,
GII2
1502)

ca. 407/6

Nike by Timodemos.
Arms and feet
weighed separately

Might equal D or F

Nike weighs over two
talents

Miglht equal A, B, C, or H
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Reference
I.G., JJ2, 1421 (line
12) + 1423 + 1424
(lines 31-34) + 1689
(= Woodward. Nos.
11 and 17)

Date B.c.
374/3

Identification
Descriptiont
Nike dedicated by
Not equal to any of above.
Board of Kallistratos Recurs on:
J.G., I12, 1424a (Addenda),
lines 50-62 (- Woodward,
No. 12; cf. No. 17)
I.G., II2, 1425, lines 45-62
Woodward, No. 13)
I.G., 112' 1428 (Addenda),
lines 9-24 (- Woodward,
No. 14)
I.G., JJ2, 1431, lines 5 ff.
(= Woodward, No. 15)
(5

Presumably the golden Nikai of Athena celebrated the Athenian victories of the
fifth centurv. The first extant reference to them, as noted above, dates fronm434 B.C.,
after the victory of the Athenian navy
over recalcitrant Samos in 439 B.C.9
These examples probably embodied the
goddess' share of the 1400 talent tribute
exacted in that triumph. The two Nikai
dedicated in 426/5 B.C. cannot, on account of the date of the decree, be associated with the tal4ing of Sphakteria;
besides, the chief dedication for that
event was a great bronze Nike set up on
the Acropolis.'0 Rather the golden figures
should be related to the two brilliant
naval vlictoriesof Phormio in the Corinthian gulf in 429 B.C." Just when the
other Nikai listed in the late fifth century
were dedicated cannot be guessed. But
in view of the common practice of dediFig. 1. GFoldCoins of 407/6 B.C. (Enlarged)
cating Nikai for sea victories, it seems
(Seltmnan, Greek Coitns, p1. XXV1I, 8-9)
safe to associate the others with the naval
successes of which Athenian historv offers a rich choice.
Of these fifth-centturyNlikaiall but one were melted down in the desperate crisis
of 407/6 B.C. to make coins of which a few are still extant (Fig. 1).'? In 374/3 B.C.
CamnbridgeAncient HistorAy,V, pp. 169 ff.; Thucydides, 1, 116. Seltman offers no specific
evidence for his suggestion. Greek Coints, p. 204, that they were dedicated to celebrate Salamis.
10
Pausanias, IV, 36, 6.
1'
12 C. Seltmain, Grcek Coins, pl. XXVII, 8-9.
Comb. Anc. Hist., V, pp. 208 ff.
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a new Nike was dedicated, probably to celebrate the triumiiphsof Chabrias at Naxos
and of Timotheos in the Peloponnesos in
376/5 B.C. " Both these victors also dedi~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~...
cated crowns on the Acropolis to celebrate
their successes.'4 Whether the Nike of
374/3 B.C. was entirely new or merely a
restoration of an old one cannot be certain.
Fig 2. Gold Coin of Alexander (Enlarged)
But
in view of the restricted resources of
(Zeitsch. f. Numis.,
1922)
Athens at that time, it seems probable that
the commissioner Androtion re-created her from the melting,-downof m-ianycrowns
and offerings in the Parthenon, to the indignation of
,
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his critics, 4cra

8E'ad`oppewTa- rfvAAa

Kai 0-aIrpov'

SaC

ELVat

'OV XPOvo1

rchV o-TEbavwv

(OOITEp

LWv ?7 p0SCOV

oVTcL%a'XX'ov0xpvocrov; CrVYXCWVEVEV
e'LreTrev.

On the Panathenaic amphoraeof 336 B.C. (Fig. 14)
and on the gold coins of Alexander issued in that year
(Fig 2) Nikai are showvn,holding one or two naval
enmblems.The suggestion that it was Alexander, who,
in a spirit of generosity and archaeological zeal, gave
the ancient city new statues of Victory just as he was
about to rob her of all power to conquer, seenmshighly
plausible.'" Lykourgos, then, in 334-330 B.c. was nerelv

vying with Alexander when he reconstructed the Nikai.
. . * xp-aTa IToXXaA
crvv?7'yayEv Eg nrv
^ n ^
t
I/
cs
T7
raparKEVcraO
KOT7LOV,
VLKaCLTe
oaoxpvcrovg.v

aKpo6ToXLV,
/

.

Kat
.

17

It was a brief revival; in the opening years of the third
centutry,the Victories, along wriththeir goddess, were
stripped of their wealth by the tvrant Lachares to pay
his iimercenaries.'"
Once again we can savor the dubious
pleasture of handling the original metal, which still
exists in the dull coins struck in those bitter days
(Fig. 3).
13

Camb.Anc. Jist., VI, P1. 74 f.

Fig. 3. Gold Coin of Lachares
(Enlarged)
(Greekc Coinzs, pl. LXII,

12)

14 Demosthenes, Titokrates, 756 (Chabrias); .G., 11A.ddendia 1424a, line 368 (376/5 B.C.,
Timotheos).
"' Demosthenes, Timnok.,755. The suggestion that the gold obtained by melting down the
crowns went into the Nike of 374/3 was made by Ferguson, Treasurers, pp. 18-19, note 1.
l6 Thompson, H.S.C.P., SupplemiientI, pp. 206 f.
17 Plutarch, X orat. vit., 852 B; cf. Pausanias, I, 29, 16; Ferguson, Treasurers, pp 122 f.
1 Class. Phil., XXIV, 1929, pp. 1 ff.; Pazpyr. Ox yr.,. XVII, 2082; cf. Seltman, Greek Coins,
pl. LXII, 12, p. 258; Ferguson, Treasuirers,p. 126.
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CONSTRUCTION
The amount of gold assigned to the construction of a Nike evidently was intended
to be two talents. Seltimanpoints out that " ancient silversmiths and goldsmiths, like
modern oriental jewellers, generally made their wares on current standards emploved
for the precious mnetals."19 The treasure-lists reveal clearly that common objects like
silver phialai or hydriai approximate round nutnbers. such as 10 or 100 minas.20They
usually fall just short of the fig-ure. The Nikai likewise approximate two talents. Only
one reached the exact amoount(Hesperia, IX, 1940, p. 309, No. 37) another exceeded
the figure by more than 200 drachimai(I.G.. II, 1502).'- The others fall short of
two talents.
Two talents of gold is even to is a considerableamount, approximately 190 lbs.2
At the present rate o:f $35.00 an ounce, the bullion for one Nike alone would bring
to-day $67,200.00. Tf the difference in purchasing power betxveenthe late fifth century
before Christ and the mid-twentieth century after Christ be set conservatively at one
to ten, the valuieof the gold would be more than a quarter of a million dollars. The
careful detail of the treasurers' lists show howv seriouslv the value was regarded. But,
*forall their precautions, we shall see that even in the Parthenon theft was possible.
How wa s this gold converted into a statuee? One point is certain; no Greek statue
of precious metal was ever cast solid. Siuch an extravagant method would have been
out of keeping with Greek usage and totally unnecessary, for gold is the "most
malleable of all the metals. It is also extremiiely ductile: a single grain 11/11 of an
500 ft. in length." 23 A plate as thin as writingobol] may be drawn into a wA7ire
paper can be handled easily without denting. The common ancient practice was to
press very thin sheets of gold over a mno(lelledcore of sturdier material, such as wood,
silver, or bronze. The base had to be fully mnodelled,even smoothed and engraved,
before receiving the gold. The Bronze Head recently found in the Agora is the best
extant example of such a core, retaining, as it does parts of the gold and silver plating
in the groov\es whereby it was attached so that it couldI be remnovedand wveighed at
intervals (Fig. 4) .24
To those who object to calling a gold-plated statue a " gold statue," a full study
of the relevant terms in the treasure-lists is uirgently recomnmnended.If there really
was a technical distinction in the iminds of the recorders, it is certainly not apparent
Greek Coins, pp. 72 f.
E. g., I.G., I2, 248 ff.
21
Cf. Woodward, 'ApX. 'E+k., 1937, p. 163.
22 A
goldleaf firmi in Philadelphia told miiebefore the war that they wouldl not be able to fill
an order for 120 lbs. of gold in the city, but wvouldhave to sendlto Washington.
23
EntcAyc.Brit., eleventh edition. XII, p. 193.
24
Thompson, H.S.C.P., Suppl. I, pp. 191 ff.
19
20
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in the available evidence.25 Take, for example, the variety in the descriptions of a
conmmionobject,

I.C. 112,1392) line 19
I.G., II2, 1396, lines 2-3

LKavovXypVOOV vlrxaIIovI
Ka[ vov Xpvro.v v7r6evxovj
F
Kavo"v vIfc
vr
[Kavo^V

KaTaxpvco]v

I.G. I1 1436 line 49
I.G., 12) 1421, line 38.

VroXaX[KOV]

It seems unlikely that these variations all reflect slightly different techniques. But
wThatshows the identity of the terms in the case of one and the same object occurs
with the Ov,tuanIptov of Kleostrate. [OvptaTip]

ov ap

[XyvK
poV

Exov] later appears as a
KOV
Erdpyvpov.`

x

St
& [EPEuT/.Lara

Ovpuar4ptov v'IXaX-

One might argue that parts

of the solid silver censer had been replaced
by plated bronze, were it not that bronze is
lighter than silver and should have reduced
the total weight, which actually has increased by 20 dr. One must suppose that the
..'
~ . .... ~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
.:.:::09~
description rather than the object varied.
..::~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~..
Nor have we students of Greek any right to
exact accuracy in the strictly nmodernsense
of any fifth-century Greek word describing
a technique.
Nor can we be too fastidious in translating oXoxpvu-os. To our minds the obvious
translation would be " solid gold." But the
Greeks did not make life-sized statues of
solid gold, just as they did not miakelarge
statues of solid bronze. Yet we are quite
willing to refer to hollow bronze figures as
" bronze statues." We call the Parthenos
a statue of ivory and gold," though we
Fig. 4. Bronze Head fromnAgora
know well from her height and weight that
she Nvasnot made either of solid ivory or of solid gold. The emphasis on oXo- in
Plutarch's phrase can be most plausiblv explained by looking at the head from the
....

..

'

:,

''...

.
.

.

25
Boeckh, Staatshazishailt'ungder Altheter, I' (1886), p. 148; Michaelis, Der Parthenzont,p. 313.
IV, p. 16, who distinguishes two types (1) gold applied in thin plates,
Cf. Fuirtwingler, Olyn-mpia,
loosely attached (the older), and (2) gold firmly attached, apparently by fire. There is, however,
no way of telling how the stvles were designated in ancient terminology. Cf. Thompson, loc. cit.,
p. 201.
2[ J.G., 1I, 1382, lines 3 ff., etc.; cf. II2, 1436. linie 9.
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Agora. On lherwe see that the latest covering at least was composed of a gold sheet
over silver-an economv that Lykourgos evidently spturned.Again the termi6X6Xpv0o-0
miay have been opposed to XpvoeXE40aTr&Vos. The envelope was, then, of pure gold and
only of gold. \Vhat was the composition of the core (if there was a core) m-nade
no
more difference to the description than the masts and struts which have been described
within chrvselephantine statuies."4

Fig. 5. Lioni Pedestal fronmiPersepolis
(Schmidt,

Treasury,

fig. 43)

The most econonmicalthickness for a sheet of gold would not exceed one millimetre. It was applied to the surface of the bronze core by bending the ends of the
sheets over into long grooves and keying them into place by a bit of gold.'8 This
technique appears also to have been used in Persian gold plating on bronze (Fig. 5) 29
The grooves on the Bronze Head froni the Agora would permit of a plate about
0.08 cm. thick (Fig. 4). Professor Dinsmoor has calculated for the Parthenos a
i)lating of 0.077 cm. One talent of gold beaten into a sheet 0.08 cm. thick would cover
an area of 1.68 sq. m. A Nike weighing approximatelv two talents if overlaid with
7 Lucian, Galltus,24: . . .
Sta/Avra

8ma7c7EpOVlfltVOVq
e
V7r70KOI!pOrffaV. .

Kat

KOp/O'l

&v

VrVOKV'xs 78-y ra y' &vov,

Ka(fvjava

t 7t

jTaV Kat

jwXXov',gnva'
nAovKat 7ro

0/ct

Kat 7yototVs
va Totavrqv

Kat qXoVS
a/op+Aav

28H.S.C.P., Suppl. I, pp. 193 f.
2 E. Schmidt, Treasury of Persepolis, p. 650, fig. 45. The lion pedestal was treated with
grooves in much the same manner as the Agora Head, no doubt for the application of precious metal.
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gold of that thickness, woould have to provide an area of ca. 3.36 sq. m. We have
various waays of checking this calculation. In the first place, we might consider the
area of the Bronze Head from the Agora. If we take the head as a cylinder, we can
gauge the surface roughly as 327 sq. cm. and the amount of gold required only 1 18 dr.!0
This is barely one lhundredth of the total gold in a Nike of Athena. We must suppose,
then, that the Nikai of the inscriptions were considerably larger than the Nike of
the Agora.i
Since a three-foot statue cotuld not have required the necessary amount of gold,
we must consider another height that was popular for statues-four
cubits, or six
feet. This was the height of the Nike that stood on the hand of the Parthenos. The
area of the skin o-f a human woman six English feet tall is ca. 1.93 sq. m.32 A draped
figure, wearing jew llerv and carrving accessories, would certainly require considerably more. The difference between our calculation, 3.36 sq. mn.,and the humnan
1.93 sq. mn.seenmsnone too much for the necessary appturtenances.
A more detailed check canibe mnadeon the single items which are listed on the
inscriptions with their weights. Not onlv should the figures tally for the totals, but
they slhotuldclheck vithin tlhe groul) and fromi group to group among the Nikai, since
they all weighed approximately the same. We can also refer certain items, like
gol(1 equivalents in museums.33
jewellery, to knowvNn
Otur calculations are complicated by the fact that save for one fragmentary
example the inscriptions do not list the weights of single objects, like a leg or an arm,
separately, but thev enter a numnberin groups, called 'v/ot; for example, the head
with all its jewellery. Only bv comparison and cross-reference can wvededuce the
weight of anyr single item. Luckily two inscriptions are so well preserved that we
can fully compare all the wreights. For convenience in reference these two inscriptions
are given in tabular form below.
30 The

calculationruns as follows: area of head surface = 27rh (hi= 15.3cm., r

= 3.4 cm.)
drachma.
by
4.31
gr.
per
X .08 cm. (thickness of gold) X 19.4 (specific gravity of gold) divided
31 The Agora figure might well have been a smaller version of the great Nikai of the Acropolis,
dedicated in the temple of THephaistos,just above where the B3ronzeHead was found. The likelihood
that the body was composed of mtuchnmoremassive gold than the head, as was suggested, H.S.C.P.,
Suppl. I, p. 203, seems less probable oli the new evidence from Delphi. It would make the threefoot figure almost solid, which would be totally against ancient practice. The possibility that the
figure was one of the golden akroteria of the telmple of Athena Nike, which once lost a piece of
gold plate, remains another possible identification. Cf. loc. cit., p. 199.
32
Physiology (1933), p. 520, fig. 280.
Starling, Principles of Hunmian
33 Jewellery parallels in the British Museum. Catalogiie of Jewel'lery, G-TE0av-,
No. 1607;
Nos. 1653-4; o5p/ios,No. 1947; Inro&Fpts, No. 1966; a ,'Ltat, Nos. 1989-90. Their total weight
vwito&8,
ca. 52 dr.
in grains Troy is 3392
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NIKE

BY ---

aTrLtEg

(J)

398/7 B.C. (I.G., I12, 1388, lines 16-24)
N CK-

XPVOThS

PL
v 6s KE]1baX . 0E4cdv,
vp@ros~
v7T0&pLs,
[-ro.,
p,L0%
6p
'qvo ,qk(Xo
,/Jg
EAi]t,
8PC1,
\
,
U,

p apCO-rEpa,aiCE'a,
UCKpa *:
cTa6Lov -ro [ivrw:

XP [voc,xo
XPVOCCca

NIKE DEDICATED UNDER KALLISTRATOS

37110 B.C. (I.G.,
lines 50-62)
[rT']1SNCK-S

112,

1424a [Addenida].

T7S- EJ7TLIOKpaTCUo

[rTp ] C2OroS
pV,UOS * KE(aX?,

-&bavos

[op]

vTro8EptL,

ai40cEat

Lo

8vo,

(M)

apXovrog

OTEEfrL,

'r t7 KE4aXXc, 'vAc&a,
iWos, XE^LPE apJ4OTEpat.,
a64otv XXX FAAAFFI III

[ or

[X]XAAAAH-HFIII:
8EVTEpOS pv,toS'

Oi)paa,

mrpo'ftov

p

cLTToITTvy/Ja,

&vio, 7T8 [E &vo]

vttOV,

66p4,
pv,tos
0TEpovc,

xpvoricov 6n-ooortov,[or-]aOf9ov
XXXHHH AAAAFIII1

owa0O|p,ov -r]oVTcv: XXA:

TpLT-ros

[&]vTEpo

ITEpovaL

ocTaLOpovTovToW:

XMRHHHHAAAFHFFFFIII:
rErapcro
pv/o 1*6 | XEP] &Ecta,
dp,IJE'a, oTEbavog, KaTcLpi&ovO

cp:]
owra0ov ToVT[

Tp]

rO

LV04o

XXXHH

TE1Trap-ro

TEpa KaL

AAAPHF F
* acL6ToITTvy/JXa, 7To6fE oVo

pvpor

ITE1povtoEs.

[lo]cap,ov

O-KEXT/

ovo, o-TacOov

[Ka]mT4 p]i&

KaTaKLXEtETaL,

/lt'a

XXHAAAAFIII

IX] RHHHHWArHIFF:
ITE,4Ios

pvOulg * aKpt)T&L7Iptov,

XPVo4 ov0|T ttO]
o7athov 7rovitov:

v, OKE'XE&vo0

XXXXI-FFIII:

Total: 1 talent, 5964 dr., 3 ob.

Total: 1 talent, 5898 dr., 4 ob.

We have here, then. two figures weighing within 66 dr. of each other. The comnponent parts are arranged somewhat differently on each inscription so that they can
be remuneratively compared. The temptation to equate identical items so that the
wxeight of other items can be fixed within narrow limits instantly offers itself.
For instance let us equiate:
(J) Nike by - - - atides
pmvuo

1

(All) Nike dedicated tinder Kallistratos
pv/os

1

KE~/acX7KESbaX7
32 The

p. 174 ff.

Nikai will heniceforthibe referred to by letters accordin(gto the table, with all referenices,
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0`rE0av-q

0rEXavrq

oEMLEV)Mota---EfcW)

V17Tropt9

-V7T0opts

C4Xw
XPvo4&ca
XEp apto-TEpa
pvko.6

XEtpec acLoTEpact

||a+ut&eac

ay+(toEia

8ivo

4

XEp 8Eta'
UrTEdavog

J

/Er'O1avo4

KaTopt&

Total: 4012 dr. 3 obols
Resu-lt:

--

KaTropi&

T'otal: 3077 (Ir. 4 obols.

Xpv048ta

- 934

+ B'AX

dr. 5 obols.

And
pvtO6 2G
0f'pat -

pvyog

2

f

-------0}paf

- o-rp&tov?- - - - - - -Wv?tov
XPVOLOVOITUt6 LOP

Total: 3391 dr. 3 obols

Total: 2010 dr.
Result:

xpvotov

&-rIo-OLov

+

lrEp6va

=

1381 dr. 3 obols.

Let uls check, by way of test, the weight, ca. .930 dr., obtained above for the
bv inserting it in the third pv'to's of Kallistratos' Nike.

Karwpi&

cYKEX7 + Ka

Opt&= 3288 dr.
= 2358 dr.
LTKEAX7

The only inscription that records the weight of separate legs (Nike F, I.G.. 12 368,
lines 22 ff.) gives, on sufficiently plausible restorations, 1384 dr. for each. The
legs of a six-foot woman, measured from the hips, would require a covering of
2545 dr., which is not too far from the above results. Following the same procedure,
we can substitute the known weights in other Avtot and gradually work out, within

very narrow limits, many of the other itemns.It is significant that calculations for the
parts of the htumanbody in each case fall close to the weights given in the inscrip-
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tions-a fact that indicates that the height of the figures has been correctly estimated
in the following table.
as approximately six feet.3 The results nmavbe stumnmnarized
35As can be tested by calculating the figures for dlifferent heights, difference in area varies
considerably witlh each foot, so that even a margin of error of one hundred drachmai is sniall. No
other height is possible, assumilngthat the thickness of the gold is correct.
Sections of the human body have been considered, for simplification, as cylinders. The formula
may be worked out on the following dlata:
1) Circumferelnce (or r X diani.) X height = area in centimeters,
2) Thickness of gold plate .08 centimeters,
19.4 gram-isper c. c.,
3) Specific gravity of gold
4) Grams of gold per drachma = 4.31.
body with a plating
Therefore the drachmai of gold required to cover any area of the lhulmlan
of .08 cm. thick can roughly be expressed by the following formula:
Circumference (27rr) X height X .08 X 19.4 . 4.31. The formula is used, for example, for
the area of the head thus:
area. 22/7 X 17.8
X (average dianmeterof head = 17.8 cmn.)X (ht. of head = 30.5 cmi.)
1706.26 sq. cm. 1706.26 X .08 = 136.5 cub. cni. 136.5 X 19.4 = 2648.12 gr. of gold.
X 30.5
2648.12 . 4.31 =-614.41 drachmai of gold.
This miust necessarily represent the mtinimitumamount withoout dtue allowance for the intricate
convolutions of the hair, particularly if the coiffure is the " lampadion " which appears oln the
Agora Head.
We may now tabulate the relevant luman measurements:
av. 7" ( 17.78 cm.)
.......
Head, diani...
av. 12" (30.5 cm.)
......
heiglht ....
Chest, circutin......................-37"
(93.9 ci.i)I
..........
29"
circum
a
Waist,
(73.6 cm.)
.....
21" (53.3 cmil.)
Shoulder to hip .....
4" (10.1 cm.)
..........
Dia!n. of arlm30" (76.2 cmi.)
ILength of arimi
..........
45" (114.3 cm.)
Length of leg ..........
Circumllferenceof both legs at knee .. 22" (55.8 cm.)
38" (96.5 cm.)
Circumference of hips.............
. 10" (25.4 cm.)
Circumference of f oot .............
10" (25.4 cm.)
Length of foot ................
8" (20.32 cm.)
Length of hand................
8" (20.32 cm.)
Circumference of hand.............
The formula may be expressed as follows:
835.67
Arnm:....
2217 X 10 X 76 X .08 X 19.4 *. 4.31
144.08
20
.08
19.4
....
20
X
X
X
Handc:
.?4.31
7

.
.979.75
.
I-Tanidand ar
.
1593.84
Thorax: ........-.-.83
X 53.3 X .08 X 19.4 4.31
2545.14
X 114 X .08 X 19.4 * 4.31
Legs: .62
246.55
25.4 X 25.4 X .08 X 19.4- *4.31
Foot: .......
the
of
gold
to
cover
a
naked
figure, they must be
amount
required
Since all these sums represent
considerably lower than those recorded that (with the possible exception of the armiis) involve
(Iraped areas.
=
=

=
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WEIGHTS

J ANf)

OF NIKAI

M (IN

DRACHIIMAL)

(allowing .08 cm. of gold plating)
Estimiateto
cove1 humtan1

---

six
Tvoanvi,t
f eet high.

Estimnate

Estinate

1l000

800

Head

980

Jeewellery
Hand & Arm
Bits of gold
2044 dr. 3 ob.

1600

Kallistratos' Nike (M)

aticles' Nike (J)

53
980
10
2043 dr.

2000

00)pae

1.0

:rTpo'tfV

900

Head
Wreath
Jewellery
Hands & Arms

100
55
1960

3077 dr. 4 ob.

3015 dr.

2000

20
lpak

10

Z(t)VtLOl

2010 dr.

2010 dr.

2

[Pins
Xpvdanov

'Aro'7rTrTvya
Pins

1450
2

'07rtbxOtov

KaT(Ops'

3392 dr.
2400
930

3288 dr.

3330 dr.

'A7rorTirya

1650

3391 dr. 3 ob.
Legs

500

500

Feet

980

1939 dr. 3 ob.
Hland & Arm
Bracelet

1952 dr.
980
2

Feet
Pins
2141 dr. 3ob.

1450

WXreath

70

KarTOpt8E

900

1968 dr.
'AIP(p

Xpvzov

2550

1380

'ptOV

'07ror0tov

19152dr.
260

500
2
2152dr.

Total: 1 tal. 5898 dr. 4 ob.
Estimiate: 1 tal. 5889 dr.

1350

Legs

2400

4002 dr. 3 ob.

4O10(Ir.

Total: 1 tal. 5964 dr. 3 ob.
Estilmiate: 1 tal. 5967 dr.
NOw

that we have some idea o-f tlhe wveights of the different parts, we mnight

consider the significance of their grouping. Evidently an attempt was made to keep
the weights in each pv,uos similar to or a multiple of the unit. Was this for convenience
in construction or in weighing? The order of the items indicates that the statues were
taken apart bit by bit, beginning in mnostcases with the head, though two examnples
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are listed from the feet tupward(Nikai I and G). Presumably, as in a modern bronze
statue, the balancing of the heavy mass of metal had seriously to be considered.
In this connection the word pAV{6g,which -appearsin the fourth-century inscription1sas a term for each group, should be examined. The phrase runs: NiKfl XpVr7i
oYcra0p,ov a'yEt Kac' E'KaoTrov, lTp&o9 pv-ioS (Woodward, No. 16). The word appears
also elsewhere in the treasure-lists to indicate a similar group, as of phialai.36Derived
from the verb to " drag," Epvio,it is used in connection with a plough or chariot as a
pole, or as a stick for burning on the altar.f Homolle therefore interpreted it as a
shelf on which dedications could be stored. Where the Delian lists read ITp@TOS pvkog
tva ro A K.r.X., he considers that the inventory letters were placed on the shelves.38
The objects too evidently bloresimilar inventory miarks,one of which has survived
on the Bronze Head from the Agora.' Btut pv4o6 cannot mneana shelf on the Nikai
inscriptions. Thle statues were stirely assembled as works of art between their annual
dismenmberments.40Rather we must look to alnother Attic inscription for the definition
of pvpko as tised in reference to the Nikai. The inventories of the Eleusinion for
408 B.c. and the years following methodicallv enumerate among the 0-KEVq, that is, the
tools or apparatus of the sanctuary, miany pvlot (AG. 12 313-4, lines 21 ff.). Certain
examples are o-Eo-t&poE'vot, others are aotLpOroL, anotlher 8tKpos.` Following these
(line 33) are cip-rE4a-ra ppv~Zo. 'Apr7uara are, apparently, hanging objects, suclh as
earrings. -Tlhe clarification of the meaning of this word, taken in consideration with
its context here, is offered by a passag,e in Aristotle's Mechanics (853 b, 20). ^a t,
he asks,

at 9Oa'Xay7yE ra KpEa Io-rao-v ao

tKpOV

aprlaro

LEyaXa/apq.

. .

"Why

is it that steelyards weigh areat weights of meat with a small counterpoise?"
Thus we see that apTr-'1ara are the counterpoise

w7eights that run along steelyards

and that Av/ot are the yards, made of wvoodand ill certain cases strengthened with
iron.42 The association of this word with weighing is ancient.' Theognis (77), using
the same root, balances gold against silver, Xpvrov^ rE Kaci appyvpov avrEpvo-ao-Oat. The
same metaphor involving the drag on the yard is reflected in the Delian usage of the
word oXKr' (from E'XK@)for we-ight. Likewise the word for yoke, Cvy6v, as well as
rnXxvg,was sometimes used for yard-beam.43 The word for yard, then, might easily be
tusedto indicate a group of objects weiglhed on that yard. Phialai of similar size would
be divided into convenient "beamfuls " or weighing-lots. Similarly, portions of the
1400, lines 33 ff.; 1496, lines 181 iff.; Inscriptions de Delos, 399, B, lines 144 f.
XI, ii, 154, A, line 18, with note ad lo:c.; 203, A, lines 50-51.
38 B.C.H., VI, 1882, p. 90; cf. Schulhof and Ifnvelin, B.C.H., XXXI, 1907, pp. 53 ff.
3 Thompson, H.S.C.P., Suppl. I, p. 205.
41
40
I.G., 12, 313, lines 21-22, and 28.
See below, p. 189, note 53.
42
Statements are usually made in handbooks that the steelyard was not used until late in
Hellenistic times; see Brit. Muls. Guide to Gk. and Rom. Life, p. 152. But the cited passage certainly
shows the use of the principle; possibly all such yards were of wood and have therefore perished.
The beam of the scales on the Arkesilas vase, for instance, certainly looks wooden.
43 See references in Liddell, Scott, and Jones, Greek-English Lexicon, s. vv.
36I.G.,

3I.G.,

1,
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Nikai that weig,hed approximately the same amoountwould be grouped together to be
weighed in series, or possibly on a number of different yards simultaneously. The
phrase: o-raOt'ov a'yEt KaO' 'Kao-rov (pvko'v) is now clear.
This grouping by Avuoi, then, indicates in what order the parts of the statue
came asunder. What is more, thev thuis hint at the constrtiction. Much light has been
thrown on the construction of chryselephantine statues by those recently discovered
at Delphi.44 The excavators cite abundant evidence that the paper-thin gold sheets
were overlaid on bronze or silver plaques, which in turn were fastened by pointed
bronze or silver nails to a wooden core. No trace of metal armature was found,
though this silver alloy certainly seemed to demand " le soutien d'une ame interieure."
Certain figures of lions made of silver overlying bronze plates appear to have had
l1o interior supports. In general, then, it nmaybe said that interior bracing was not
universally necessarv for statues of preciouis metals, but that large ones and presumably frail ones, including those from wrhiichthe metal had to be frequiently detached, would probably reqtlire bracing. We know, that colossal gold and ivory figures,
like the Parthenos, needed a central mast, probably braced by cross-armature.45 Our
Nikai, smaller and less comiplicated, because thev mwerewithout ivory, wvould presumably require only such an armature as woouldhold firm the various portions that
built up the bronze core. Tt mtust be remembered that the finished statue would
p)robably have been ingeniously fitted together along the lines of drapery and convenient sculptural rather than phvsical divisions. 'We know from the way, in which
ancient motilds are cut that interlocking rather than easy severance determnined the
partition.46 Any armnature would then be inten-ded to strengthen the assemblage of
detachable parts. At least a few bolts or pins must have been needed to secure the
final key points of the outer layer of gold itself. In the archaic statues from Delphi,
silver rivets with golden heads ornaimenltedas rosettes were tsed to pin the gold plating
securely to its backing. Likewise wATe
should expect the ornaments or accessories of a
Nike to be pinned to the bronze within, and such pins would then act as the key bolts
to release the outer gold when a knowing lhand undid them. Just such pins are listed
for the Nikai as ijXco,rEp"vat.47
In connection with this problem of construction, another group of inscriptions
should be mientioned. In the nieticulous lists of junk stored in the Chalkotheke on the
Acropolis in the years 369-367 P,.C. (I.G., IF, Addenda 1424a, line 378, and 1425 B,
Amandry, B.C.H., LIII, 1939, pp. 86 -ff.
Dinsmoor, A.J.A., XXXVIII, 1934, p. 95, fig. 2. Cf. Waldstein's elaborate reconstructioin,
Essays on thleArt of Pheidlias, pp. 280 ff.
46 C. C. Edgar, Greek Motlds, Cat. gy'n. des ant. du vmtsee de Caire, passim. Cf. Jahreshefte,
VII, 1904, pp. 154 ff.
See below, p. 198. There is such a bronze nail with a gold head in the Persepolis Collection in the Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton.
4

45

41
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spear-butts. colanline 382) appears a curious item. Following keys, nails, clamn.ps,
ders, and the like occurs this phrase: StEpdcr4ara T&v NLKh'WCnil. The Nikai of the?
Acropolis would in all probability be the golden statues, but what are 8&EpEt`o-.aTca?
The verb e'pe8&rmeans to brace. as in the function of the collar-bones.48The noun
is used in the inscription regarding the -Arsenal of Philo (347/6 B.C.) in the sense
of a supporting beam. Somewvhatlater, on the Delian inventories the word epaw-pa
is used in connection with small bronze and iron statues.49 Finally, we have the definition of the granmmarianPhotiuisKV'rjIUa: Ta EV TOK OpoVots Kat TpoXoLX&EpEUJ.aTa.

Fig. 6. Kertch Vase Showing Gilded Kavo~v
(Schefoldi. Kcrtisch. Vas., pl. 9a)

Now wvecan test the obvious mieaning,that is, brace or struit, by studyi'ng the
uise of the vordon the Parthenon treasure-lists. Here it is always found in the pliral.
Three clases of objects boast &tEpEtorp~ara;
Nikai, incense-burners,anid ritual baskets.""'
Now, these baskets often have large 1001)-handlesof wickerwork and when the basket
was reproduced in l)recious metal, the " wickerwork naturally took the formi of
p)latedrods (Fig. 6)."i Similarly, incense-burners,or thymiateria, of the period xvould
have had a tripod base, open or filled with a plaque on each side, and a tall central
Soraiius MIedicus,IV, 2, 63.
" Inscr. de Ddlos, 379, line 29; 442, line 171.
50Thy-iateria: I.G., 112, 1382, line 5; 1400, lines 12-13; 1436, lines 44, 47. Baskets: I.G., IF2,
1425, line 83.
51 L. Deubner, " Hochzeit uind Opferkorb," Jahrbiich, XL, 1925, pp. 218-219, figs. 17, 18, 22.
Schefold, Kertsclier Vasent,pl. 9a.
48
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rod, ornanmented Nith leaves or elaborate decorative disks." Since an extravagant
anmotuntof solid m-ietalwould have been needed to make these parts strong enough,
the cost wavseasily cut down by emiiplovingrplated bronze rods in the projecting parts
or in the tripod base.
The comiimonfuindanmentalneed, then, in these three classes of dedications, Nikai,
thymiateria, and baskets, was the need of interior sulpl)ort. The nature of the word

itself stuggests that the support took the form of an
armature, or internal rods. The regular use of the
plural implies that the braces came in a set. It is not
impossible that in stuchlarge figures, the &LEpEariLara
took the fornmof inner bronze statues, made in separate
pieces, for easy dismemberment, as the Agora Head
indicates. In any case, seven 8tEpE-,xara certainly inmplies seven Nikai, for seven can scarcely be divided
plausibly anmongthe numerous figures of the late fifth
centurvi.5

STYLE

4

=

Fig. 7. Nike on Handcoi
Varvakeion Partlhenos
Greek Sculpt., p. 47)
(WN'ilkinisoin,

Tn attemipting to reconstruct these figures. we
must naturally bear in mind the usual tvpe for a Nike
of the period. The prototype mu1tstsurely have been the
Nike on the hand of the statue of the Parthenos by
Pheidias (Fig. 7). It is fairly consistently given in the
copies as a figure floating quietly forward, holding a
fillet or an open wreath stretched between its two
hands. A great fold of hinmation is swung across the

body over the left arm. It was six feet high.
Markedly different from this sober type is the Nike of Paionios. It is flying
forward wJithmuch more spirit: the drapery, driven against the body by the force
of the wind, pulls backward in thick folds. The left arnmis raised, lifting up the great
himation like a huge sail. It is nine feet high and made to be set on a tall base.
52

Jahlrb.,CXX II, 1912, pp. 46 fif.
K. WVigand," Thymviiateria,"L?Bo,,wr,

3 \Voodward's suggestion that they were divide--dinto groups, 'Apx. 'E+., 1937, p. 168, to fit

the two Nikai that suirvived into the fourth cenitury, - as the Nikai were kept in separate pieces,"
e lhaveno (lefinite evidlencethat the Nikai were in a perpetual state of disiiiemberis unattractive. WN
ment. The fact that thieves hladto cuft off the akroteria implies that the figtures were standinig as
should therefore suppose StepdulaTa would hlave been in active
complete statues at the timiie. WN'e
service in the Parthienonas long as the Nikai existed. Rather, we should assunmethat the 8tEpfttylaTa,
stored away withi junk, belonged to the Nikai of the fifth century, now aXpvoaot, XpyUTrot. They couldI
easily have been brought into the Chalkotheke by Androtion, when he was tidying up the Parthenon
in 370 B. C. (see pp. 177, 208) ; cf. Thompson. II.S.C.P., Supplement I, p. 205.
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The figures fronmthe reliefs of the parapet of the temple of Athena-Nike show
various poses, some standing, some moving (Fig. 8)).' The drapery is consistently

.Fig.8. Nike from Parapet
clinging and modelled to give movemientand the flicker of light to the figTures.They
are all about three feet high.
Finally, there are six Romiancopies of Nikai that must be considered in relation
a4

R.

Carpenter, The Scuilptutrcof the Nike Tem-tpleParapt, 1). 31.
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to the type. Tlhree are now in Berlin,- otlhers in Paris, Alexandria, and Oxford..They all reproduce, with slight variations. a floating Nike, frontal and rather rigid
in composition, with the drapery transparent over the legs, but drawn as a broad and
heavy mass across the bodv to hang over the left arm (Fig. 9). Two of these (Berlin
K 181-2) are six feet high; one is onl) four feet high (Berlin K 183). That these

Y

s

.

. -

.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~K.
..

...

.....

Fig 9. Nike in Berlinl
(Bifimel, Staati. Museen zu Berlin, Rom. Kopien gr. Skulpt.,

K182)

copies reflect an imnportantmonumental statue is obviouls Bulle relates them to the
bronze Nike set up to celebrate Sphakteria, that is. shortly after 425 B3.C.57But the
type and the style seem distinctly earlier than those of the Nike of Paionios, which
commemoratesthe same event. The frontality and the heavier drapery, not to mention
the pose, are mulchcloser to those of the Nike of the Parthenos as has been pointed
55 C. Bliimel, Staatl. Museeni .vu Berliti, RIha. Kopien gr. Skulpt. des fiinften Jahrh., K 181-3,
pls. 74-76.
56 Ibid., fig. 9. H. Schrader, " Das Zeusbild des Pheidias in Olympia," Jahrbuch, LVI, 1941,
pp. 13ff.
57

Roscher,Lexikon, III, 338.
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out by Bliimel '8and Schrader. Schrader considers the set very Pheidian and probably
close to the Nikai on the hands of the twvocolossi. But, as Blfimel notes, the drapery
seems post-IPheidian in spirit. The period 435-425 B.C. seems, according to modern
ideas, more plausible than that after 425 B.c. It must be noted that structurally the
statues are early and that the transparent drapery -has been carved on the surface
by the copyist rather than created by the sctulptor. The sharp incisions and furrows
contrasted with broad smooth areas certainly suggest a metal original. For our Nike
statues which have-strange to relate-a date, but no type, these figures of the correct
date and plausible type offer valuable suggestions. It even is not impossible that the
inner stattues of our Nikai, the &EpEio-uara. survived into the Roman period, to inspire
the copyists for the Italian market. That would account for the peculiar fact that two
copies turned up together and that they differ from each other in significant details.5"
For the Nike (Ml) dedicated in 374 B.C., wvemay perhaps safely use the numerous
figures on coins, partictularly on the gold coins of Alexander (Fig. 2) ." They stand
or nmoveslowly; they wear rather heavy drapery; their general type is that of the
Eirene of Kephisodotos, vhich dates in the same period as the Nike. In their hands
or ship's ornaments as symnbolsof victory.
these Nikai holcl a w^Treath
Taking these general types as standards, it will now be illuminating to examine
each inscription in order to paint in the detail and personal character of each Nike.
We nmustexamine each item on the lists, make certain of the exact meaning of each
word and try to find an illustration for each item on a contemporary monument. For
the chronology of the inscriptions and epigraphic detail, we shall follow the fundamental studies of Professor Woodward.i
TDESCRIPTION

In order to determine the meaning or significance of the terms used on the
inscriptions, it would seemnmost convenient to group them according to subject, to
examine thenmin detail, and then to correlate the results with reference to the various
Nikai. Instances are referred to according to the citations in the List of Nikai (sufpta,
pp. 174 if.). In several cases, the given word could be convincingly restored so that its
absence from one inscription is often mierelv fortuitous and the argument from silence
cannot be employed.
Op. cit., p. 42.
Note that the type is identical, so far as the preservation goes, but that the style, particularly
of the drapery and its arrangement over the knees, differs. The curious blank space on the right
thigh, showing a break in the Paris statue, an untreated area otnthe Berlin copies, and an attachment
mark on the Oxford piece, has a strange outline that lends itself to the restoration of an aphlaston
of the type seen on the red-figured sherds, held close against the body. See below, p. 201.
(0) Seltman, Gk. Coins, pl. XLVIII,
1, 2, 9; E. Babelon, Rev. Nurn., 1907, pp. 1 ff.; P. Lederer,
XXXIII, 1922, pp. 185 if.
Zeitschrift ffir ATUn/tismatik,
61 'ApX.'Ed., 1937, pp. 159 ff.; H.S.C.P., Suppl. I, pp. 377 if. I have checked each inscription
for which a squeeze is olnfile at the Institute for Advalnced Stuldy in Princeton.
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PARTS OF THE BODY

No peculiarities can be discerned in the usage of these wAordsas
arm (and hand), legs, feet.

XELp, :KE'XE, HO8E.

For head, however, the fifth-century examples differ from those
the latter KE4aXVJ. Of the numnerous
of the fourth century; the former use rpo-rio';
from Homer downward, each refers
citations in Liddell and Scott for rp orol
clearly to the face or front part of the head alone, But in early Attic Greek the word
KEaXc7' is rare, occurring only once in Aischylos and in Sophokles, but in Euripides
it is common.3 Tn the treasure-lists of the later fifth century, it occurs once (I.G., 12,
276, line 11). It seems possible, therefore, that it was not a comtnon Attic word and
that the word rpoo-wrov was more familiar to the recorders.
llp-o-7rov,

KeaaXr.

This uisually means a breast-plate. But since Nikai of the period are never
armed, the recorders of the treasure-lists 64 must have used the word according to
medical usage to mean torso, a&' avXEVxo /XEXPt at8ov.`65 This interpretation is supported by the fact that our calculation for the human torso, measured from shoulders
to hips, falls 400 dr. short of the figure given, with little margin of error, on the 2nd
pv,uo of Nike J. The division between thorax and legs was probably made below the
hips. This assumption is corroborated by the fact that our calculation for the human
legs becomes 150 dr. too heavy. Allowances for drapery simply cannot be made exact.
@&'pae.

ORNAMENTS

The word appears to be used of almost
This was worn by Nikai f and Mf.6"6
any ornament that binds the head, stich as a fillet or diadem.67 Possibly, when worn
alone, it would resemble a fine example in the British Museum.68 Where both O-rE4whq
and -mrE'4avoare worn, as by Nikce M, the 07rE0avlqwould be a fillet like those shown

$rE4'avl-.

beneath wreaths on the Kertch vases (Fiig.

10)

.6

62 Hesperia, IX, 1940, p. 309, No. 27, line 9 (Nike E). Woodward, No. 3, line 4; Woodward,
No. 4, line 8 (Nike I). I.G., 112, 1388, line 17; 1407, line 8; 1440, line 41 (Nike J). I.G., I12,
Addenda 1424a, line 51; 1425, line 47; Addenda 1428, line 10; 1431, line 7 (Nike M).
63 See references in Liddell, Scott, and Jones, Greek-English Lexicon, s. vv. KEqaX'
7rrpo(Uw7rov.
64
Hesperia, IX, 1940, pp. 309-310, No. 27, line 8, and No. 28, line 5 (Nikai E and J). Cf.
[ G., 112, 1388, line 19; 1407, line 9; Addenda 1428, line 30 (Nike J); and Addenda 1424a, line 55;
1425, line 54; Adden-da 1428, line 16 (Nike M).
65
Aristotle, I-I.A., 1, 7, 1 (491a). Cf. Hippokrates, De arte, 10, etc.
66
.G., 112, 1388, line 17; 1407, line 8; Addenda 1424a, line 6; Addenda 1428, line 27;
Woodward, No. 16, line 41 (Nike J). I12, Addenida 1424a, line 51; 1425, line 47; 1431, line 7
(Nike M).
68
67 Boeckh, Staatshaushaltung2, II, p. 243.
Cat. of Jewellery, pl. XXVII, 1607, 1609-10.
69
urn
K. Schefold, Kertsch. Vasen, pl. 13a.
and
Meidias, passim,
W. IHIahland,Yasen
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!re'favos. The vases of the latter part of tlhefifth and of the fourth centurv begin to

show Eros and Nike carrying wvreathscomposed of leaves, made up as finished
crowns.70 They differ from the earlier tvpe of wreath opened out like a fillet to tie
in place arotundthe hiead,stuchas appears, for instance, on vases and on that early
reflection of the Parthenos type on the coins of Aphrodisias.7' These crowns varied
considerably in weight: those offered humnanbeings tusually wieighed from 500 to

Fig 10. Kertch Vase
(Schtefold,

Kertsch.

Vas., pl. 13a)

1000 drachmai, but the wreath on the head of the Nike held by the Parthenos is
recorded at only 70 drachmai. The heaviest gold crown now in the British Museum,
on the other hand, wNeigrhs
only ca. 55 drachmai," and others are much flimsier, being
mere grave jewellery. lThecrowns worn and held by our Nikai should, on the analogy
of size, resemble that belonging to Athena's own Nike. When the wreath of Nike M,
missing at first, is added on the record, the increased weight is 100 drachmai and
3 obols.
70
Hahland, op. cit.. p1. 3. I.G., JJ2 1388, line 22: 1400, line 11; Addenida 1424a, line 17
(Nike J). IIJ, 1502, line 1 (Nike L). Addenida.1424a, line 51; 1425, lines 48-49 (Nike M).
7
A.J.A., XXXVTIII, 1934, p. 104, fig. 4.
72 Cat. of Jewellery', no. 1628, pl. XXVIII.
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'Evtm8t, 'EvM&ta. The etymology of this wATord
is self-evident. It is used by Aischylos 7 andl elsewhere on the treasure-lists (I.G., 12, 288, line 229). Types of earrings that were popular in the late fifth century were the disk, leech, and sinmple
pendant, of which the rosette disk with dangling inverted pyramid appears on the
Parthenos as shown by the Aspasios gem and the Kul Oba medallions.74 In the fourth
century, a more elaborate tyhpe,possibly with a pendant in the form of a flying Nike,
would be probable.75
'Op,uos. This necklace seems to have been an essential part of the Nike's attire and
appears on the well-preserved inscriptions.7' To judg-e fromnthe Delian inscriptions,
it was a necklace wNTithpendants. The pendants may take the forms of amphorae, of
nuts, of spears, or again, of rosettes. Numierous examples give us a clear picture of
the type (Figs. 10, 11) 7
'Twro&Epi. Several Nikai (.E,

f. Al) ,7 wear another necklace, to which Aristotle likens

the eggs of a snake.79 We may conjectture that the necklace was composed of beads
and that it lav at the base of the throat. Contemporarv figures are shown wearing
two n-ecklaces, of which only one has pendants (Fig. 11)."
llEptrpaX-qXt&8ov.Nike J, despite the two p)receding necklaces, finds room, from 385/4
1-..c. onward, to acida rEptrpaX-qX&8tov.` The word does not appear to occur elsewhere.

is used by Plutarch 82 as the collar (?) of a helmet. It is difficult to see
IEPLtrpaX?JXtov
exactly how the word could be applied to a woman's costume except in the sense of a
necklace. It is peculiar, however, that the addition of the IEprpaX-PXV,8Xov
does not add
to the total weight of the pSv5uok
btut actually, where the weight is preserved, the total
is 62 drachmnaishort. It is not impossible. therefore, that a difference in description
after the revision that took place at this tinmeniay account for the hnew item. Not
u.nlikely is the possibility that the cross-bands of the -rpO&tov, which became unfashionable in the foturth centtry, were described as a separate item in the later lists.83
I esPeria, IX, 1940, p. 310, no. 28, line 3; I.G., II2, 1388, line 17;
Addentda 1428, line 27 (Nike J). Addetnda 1424a, line 52 (Nike M).
74 Cf. Dinsmoor, A.J.A., XXXVIII,
1934, p. 104, fig. 4.; and cf. Olynthus, IV, no. 410.
7 Cat. of Jewellery il the British MuZ!,seumn,
pl. XXXII and fig. 62.
76 See all well-preserved inscriptions for Nikai G, I, J, M.
77 Cat. of Jewellerv ii the Brit. Mu-tts.'pl. XXXV, nos. 1947, 1952; pl. XXXVI, nos. 1950,
1957, etc.; C. Alexander, Jecwelry,pp. 5 -ff.
7 Hesperia, IX, 1940, p. 309, no. 27, lines 9-10 (Nike E). Woodward, No. 5, line 14; 1388,
line 17; 1400, lines 8-9; Addenida 1428, line 27 (Nike J). Addenda 1424a, line 52; 1425, line 50;
1431, line 9 (Nike Ml).
'9H.A., 5, 34 (5581)).
80 Statue of Athena from the Acropolis, G. Dickins, Cat. of Acrop.
mus.,no. 1337.
81I.G., 112, 1407, line 9; Addenda 1424a, line 11; Addenda 1428, line 31 (Nike J).
82 Alexander, 32.
83
They are very rare on Kertch vases and on Athenian grave stelai of the early fourth century.
2
73Fragnment 102 (Nauck2).
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Another essential ornament for a lady of the period was the bracelet.84
Aristophanes lists au4t'Ea among other ornanments, of which we see many examples
among the well-dressed damsels of the Meidian period (cf. Fig. 10).85 The commonest
forms at this time were hoops ending in lion or rami heads or twists finished in snake
heads.86 They wTereuisually worn abovTethe wil-rist.
'Ap4t&a.

.A-pootov. This has been translated as breast-baend on thie evidence of certain Aristoipihanicpassages.8 But the substitution of the word 4cvtov where arwp6ofovhad been
tised in the fifth-centurv inscriptions 88 hints that this interpretation may be inaccurate.
Certainly there is no evidence at this period for a broad band that bound the breasts
in the manner of the H-lellenisticKEO7TOS. The orpo4tov, to show on a gold statue. would
lhave to be wvornon top of the drapery. It must therefore be interpreted as the band,
sometimes decidedly broad, that is worn by active figures. suLchas charioteers or
Nikai, crossed between the breasts and tied arotund the waist.89 The Nikai on the
Paraapet reliefs as well as the copies in Berlin wear it. The wvordorpo64tov derived
Ifrom o-rrp&fosim-ply means a cord, which suits this ornament perfectly. An ornate
example in the British Museum, of Hellenistic times,90 rendered in gold weighs only
a little over four drachrnai. Zw'vtovon the other hand may mean only the girdle proper,
for the cross-bandls seem to fall into abeyance just at the time of the dedication of
the -Nike."1
OHIjJ?to

HEpo'vat.

appears to be that the formner
The difference between these tWo w"Tords

designates an ornamental pin and the latter a long-spiked pin or brooch. This difference is borne out by our inscriptions. 'HXot)usually occur only in the first pAv/0.932
They would then be short ornamental stucdsfor fastening the o-1r-Ea4V-or the necklaces
to the throat. Holes for such pins are visible on the Nikai of the Parapet (Fig. 8)

and on the Bronze Head (Fig.

4)'.'

HEpovat

are listed in conjunction with the feet

84
Woodward, No. 3, line 10; 112, 1388, lines 18, 22; 1400, lines 9, 11; Addenda 1424a, lines
8, 16; Addenda 1428, lines 28, 36 (Nike J). Woodward, No. 3, lines 14-15 (Nike IK). I12,
/Iddenda 1424a, line 53; 1425, line 51.; 1431, line 10 (Nike Ml).
85 Aristophanes, fragment 320 11; Pfuhl, Malerei ind Zeichnttng, figs. 560 ff.
86 Cat. of Jewellery in the Brit. 1Lats., pI. XXXIX.
87 Lys., 931; Thesmn.,255.
No. 5, linle 16; I.., 112, 1388, line 19; 1393, line 8; 1400, lines 9-10;
:88TpO'tOl':
WNToodward,
1407, line 9; Addenda 1424a, line 10; Addenida 1428, line 30 (Nike J). Woodward, No. 4, line 3
(Nike L). Zdvtov:1II, Addenida 1424a, line 55; 1425, line 55, reading C]vto[v (Nike M).
89 Pfuhl, Malerei anid Zeichnaniog, figs. 560 ff.

90

Cat. of Jewellery in the Brit.

LIus.,

pl. XXXVIII,

1984.

They do not often appiearoni Kertch vases; see above, p. 195.
92 Woodward, No. 4, line 9 (Nike I). I.G., 11, 1388, line 17; 1400, line 9; Addenida 1424a,
line 7; and Addenida 1428, line 27 (Nike J). 12, 1425, line 52 (Nike ML).
3Thompson, I I.S.C.P., Suppl. I, p. 183, note 2.
9
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(Nike I), with cpaga and c-rpo&/tov(Nike L), with legs and
(Nike L), as well as wlith 06Rpac and (aovtov (Nike M). Of the ITEpoVt&Es
Ka-oJaptL&
and the ar6i-Tvy/a

listed with the feet of Nike MI,one is noted as " shut 1up"or " thrust in place."
The nu.mberof these pins and the variety of their u-sage suggest that they were
n1otpurely ornamental. Buttthe fact that they were of gold forbids their being of any
seriotusstructural value. At Delphi silver pins, of some structural use were given
golden heads so that they appeared as part of the surface decoration.94 Presumably
those of the Nikai played a similar role.
ACCESSORIES

AND MISCELLANIES

'Airo6rrvyua is known only from the Nike inscriptions.

Long ago Boeckh identified it

as the overfold of the chiton,95a definiitionthat has established itself among archaeologists. The Liddell, Scott, and Jones Greek-EniglishLe icont defines it slightly differently, as part of the chiton folded back. Indeed, the force of adrowould scarcely
be expected to stuggestthe loosely hanging overfold, for it seems rather to mean winor out-fold than trne(ld over.
The evidence fronmthe inscriptions themselves is scanty. The aroTrvypka is
weighed with (a) the 8.pa(,99 (b) the rigl't hand,9 (c) the feet.98 Its weight we have
estimated at 1450-1650 drachinai, bhichis one of the heaviest items. It appears also
to be the nmostvariable item on the Nike lists.
contemporarywith the inscriptions, we find that the
Glancing at the miiontuments
overfold of the chiton varies considerably in size. The overfolds worn by the Nikai
of the Parapet and by the Nereids have lost the heavy character of the Pheidian form;
they are often merely a little ripple of drapery. But on the Nike of the Parthenos and
on the Berlin figturesa great broad area of himlationis folded back across the thighs
and legs. Or again, on the
so that the figure isdivided in thirds: Ocpae,ai7To17rvybta,
Nike of Paionios a great sweep of drapery, both of the chiton and of the himation,
blowvsback, even close to the feet. so that again the body might be conveniently divided
into thirds

0axpae, legs, and aio6TrTvyjxa, which could be weighed with the feet.

Similarly, on the fourth-century coins (Fig. 2) a triple division is made by balancing
and legs against the long overfold which reaches to the knees. It seems, thereO&'pae
fore, that the aiTroirTvylka was roughly uised of any large unfolded or open area of
drapery for which no other categorv was obvious, and in limnitingit to a specific area
of the chiton, archaeologists are imaking a scientific term of a vagute one.
9 Staatshaushaltng2,
I1, p. 244.
B.C.H., LJII, 1934, p. 97. See above, p. 187.
E).
7-8
lines
(Nike
96Hesperia, IX, 1940, p. 209, no. 27,
97 Woodward, No. 3, line 3; idewn,No. 4, line 7 (Nike I)+
98 I.G., 112,
1388, linie 20; 1400, line 10; Addetlda 1428, lilne 33 (Nike J). I.G., II-, Addeenda
1424a, line 60; 1425, line 60 (Nike M).
94
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The phrase rovinto-OEvOo4ia4rtov " brings to mind the back of the cloak that flies out
behind the Nike of Paionios. It woouldprobably be that portion held up by the hand.
It seenmsprobable that Xpvo-tov 6iilrotov 100 refers to the same thing. Xpvo4 ov is merely
a plate of gold. The wveigIhtwhich wve have estimated for it, 1350-1380 drachmai
less than those of the Opcpa4 and the abro6mwvyca, would seem reasonable for a thin
sheet of flying drapery.
.T-oXt the diminutive of o-roXq, a garment, was commonly used for the folds of
coarments.1(t That wotuld seem its most plausible meaning in the later lists for Nike J.102
For since the weight of the pvvo'g decreases when the o-roXLE first appear. we muxst
sutpposethat they were originally part of the garment, become detached and therefore
listed separately. The tise of the dual suggests a balanced pair, )erhaps the fold
hanging down by either arrm.
The peculiarity of these scraps of gold is that they appear only
on the lists for Nike f. MNforeover,thev increase with time. Appearing at first only
in the first pjvpuo6
they finally seem to occur in all five pv,oL'3 It has been suggested
that they were the key bits of gold that were slipped into the grooves as on the Bronze
Head from the Agora."4 But in that case they shotuld have existed, in all the pvkot
for all the Nikai. Possibly the earlier example employed them in this fashion, and
on they broke up and thus seemed to increase, wvhereasfor the later Nike
as time xvTent
sonmemore satisfactory device was used. But when we consider that the wvordXpvo<ov
elsewhere wvastused of odd bits or objects hard to namneotherwxise, like the xpvo(v
1TLo-OLtov, we are driven to the conclusion that the uiseful word included any part or
accessory that the recorders found hard to define or identify.

Xpvo-t8ta,

Xpv-cta.

J and Nike M, have usually been inter"
preted as the pendent ends of the wreath." 1O0 This interpretation is probably based
on the fact that the words follow the Or-E&avo0 held by Nike J. But on the inscriptions
relating to Nike Ml they accompany the legs, and are even joined to them by an
Ka,rcpt8E, which appear on the lists for Nike

9HHesperia, IX, 1940, p. 309, No. 27, line 6 (Nike E).
100Woodward, No. 3, line 12; 112, 1388, lines 23-24 (reading aKpol-LTIpLOv,Xpvu'ov 3rrO]Ov)
YU
07rt0-Otov); 1425, lines 14-15; 1431, line 2 (Nike J).
1400, lines 11-12 (reading aKpWrT'pw xpvtHolv
11A, Addenida 1424a, line 56; 1425, line 55 (Nike' M). 'Or7rtOov alone is found in 112, 1407, line 11

and Addenda 1424a, line 19 (Nike J).
037ntowv),
(reading aKpWrT'ptOv,
10' Euripides, Bacchae, 936.

I.G., II2, Addt1enda1424a, line 11, and Addenda 1428, line 31.
Woodward, No. 3, line 10; II2, 1407, lines 9-10; Addenda 1424a, lines 8, 11, 14, 17, 20;
1425, line 15; Addenda 1428, lines 28-29, 31-32, 34, 37-38.
104 Thompson, H.S.C.P., Suppl. I, p. 202.
105I.G., I12, 1388, line 22; 1400, line 11 (Nike J) ; Addenda 1424a, line 59 (Nike M). See
tlhedefinition in Liddell, Scott, and Jones, Greek-English Lexicon, s. v.
102

103
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emphatic Kat. Like legs, arms. and feet, they are expressed by the dual. The wveight,
900-1000 drachmai, is muitchtoo heavv for fillets.

The noun Karx&pCis otherwise unknown, btutan adjective Karcojp-q and a variant
KMr-opos occur.'06 Hesvchius derives this from-lKaLroJpeAcov, an etymnology which does

not look likely and has not been accepted bv modern scholars. Boisacq, while deriving
the word from KaTa + aop, retains the meaning of pendeit.107 Kama'pco is commonly
used of birds and bees swooping doxvn; the adjective is applied to a crowd of children
lhanging on their mother's neck, or to a dangling 1EXactquv.'08 Karcp&8E, then., must be

a pair of sizable objects which obviously " dangle " or " hang down." The wings
alone can fulfill these requirements. In fact, Karcopi& is the only word on the lists
that could possibly be construied as wings. The weight, tested against a very rough
calculation, is possible, though somewhat light.t09 The only alternative, that the Nikai
did not have wlings, seems, on close examination of the literature concerning the
a-mrEpostype, to be highly unlikely.1"0 Athena, as Nike, night conceivably be wingless,
but Nike on all Attic monuments of tlhe period is invariably winged and the exceptions
in Russia and South Italy seem themselves to be flulkes.11' Barring other evidence then,
we must accept that it is the most likely term on the lists, and that the word is otherwise unknown., like certain other expressions on these lists, and mtust be explained by
the fact that recorders did not use literary expressions, but technical jargon.
Woodward, No. 3. reads in I.G., 12. 369, line 5: XEP aKpa apto-rEpa,
If correct, this phrase wotuld be the only occurrence on the Nikai
crvv[Opt8E Av.112
inscriptions. But the meaning, couplipngs or fetters is not intelligible in the context.
More plausible wotuld be the restoration of a noun after XE'p, such as o-vv a'ft&CEa,
that is, the hand with the bracelet, on the analogy of occasional descriptive phrases
$VV[copt8E.

Pal., V, 260 (Paton: 259 Stadtmtiller).
Dictionniiairee'tymoioogique,s. V. KaTat'po; cf. N. De Witt, Class. Phil., IIl, 1908, pp. 31 fif.
108
Euripides, Troiades, 1090; Apollonius Rhodius, II, 1041.
109Let us consider each wing roughly as a right-angled triangle having its height equal to 3/4
of the height of the statue (6 ft.), its base equialto 1/6 of the height of the statue (6 ft.). Then,
two such triangles, that is the two wings, would make up a rectangle of which the area can be
estimated by multiplying height by width. Thus we derive the formula:
106Anth.

107

xX 1/6

3/4

180 c'

X .08 X 19.4 = grams of gold.

Divide by 4.31 gr. to the drachma:
3 /4 X 180 X 30 X .08 X 19.4 . 4.31 = ca. 1450 dr. for the two wings.
This actually must be large, for it does not allow for the undercut tapering of the wings shown
on the monuments.
(Bernert).
11 Pauly-Wissowa, s. zV. NtK-q
Ibid., cois. 288 f.
aKpa
112 Woodward's printer here, as several times in this text, has treated him shabbily: at XEp
PA
reads
X
Princeton
K
in
P
E
A
Advanced
for
Institute
Study
at
the
the
squeeze
vv
[(a) pUTTEpaJ,
[o]
APIJTEPA 4YN clearly.
-
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Or it miigchtbe the object held in the hand, like

KEaXa.

aKpcoTYBptov.

'AKpw-rrJpLov.An

listed for Nikai F, H, I, J,"13 but not for Nike M. It
is therefore a common but not an essential attribute of a Nike. It is usually associated
in the lists vith the hands; in one case vith the fingers of the left hand; in another
wAitlhthe right hand. Its weight nmustnot be more than 300 dr.
aKpwTr7pLOv

is

o.

..

e~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

P072

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~..
. .......
..-..
.......Fig. 12. FemiialeFigure Holding Stern-Ornameentsof Shil)
(From Graef-Langlotz,Di,atDtikcnt

Va.ven von der Akropolis zu Athen, Plate 83)

In the fifth century, the word was uisedfor the extremities or tips of any object,
especially of parts of the body 'AKpwrTpta(Ew meant to cut off the cbpwi-'pta,
either
the hands and feet of an enemy or the prowsand stern ornaments of a ship. These
aKpwT7rpLLa made a handsomne
offering to a god."14 The inscription of the Stoa of the

Athenians at Delphi gives a famous instance: `5 'A0'va&ot a6veOEo-av Tr'`v crToaV Kca Tra
o'rX [a K]ai TaKpoTrTJpLa
EXovreqTw' IToXE[/ILco]v. Again, we note that the great statue

made from the booty of the Persian wars eighteen feet high, held an akroterion,"'
EXOv

rE

Ev

XT

pi

aKpwT7ptwv

VE0g.

Possiblv

this figure is reflected on two red-figure

fragments fronmthe Athenian Acropolis ca. 460
113I.G.,

B.C.

(one showxnin Fig. 12) with

12, 368, line 20 (Nike F).
Woodward, No. 3, line 5; idem, No. 4, line 9 (Nike I).
Woodward, No. 3, line 1 (Nike H?). Woodward, No. 3, line 12; 11', 1388, line 23; 1400, line 11;
1407, line 11; Addentda 1424a, line 19; Addentda 1428, line 39 (Nike J).
"4 Herodotos, III, 59.
'" M. Tod, Greek Historical Iniscriptions, p. 21, no. 18.
}"

Herodotos,VIII, 121.
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female figures holding the stern-ornament of a ship, the aphlaston.17 In later times,
another ship-ornament, the stylis, a tall yard-arm or signal mast of the flag-ship
(Fig. 13) .is shown in the hands of Nikai as a victorious enmblem.118Sometimes botlh
ornaments are held by one figure, especially on the Panathenaic vases and coins of

Fig. 13. Ship Showing Stylis and Aphlaston
(Jahrbuch,

the fotirth century (Figs. 2, 14).

XLII,

1927, p. 180)

Both these ornaments were called aKPpta

or

aKpoo-roXta.19

The stylis, as the most awkward piece, is usuially shown in the left hand, the
aphlaston in the right. This fact may explain the d-TE'pE oSrstars that flash unexpectedly in the record for Timodemos' Nike (K)).12` They appear in conjunction with
AUAthen, II, pl. 83, nos. 1071-2;
117 Graef-Langlotz, Die antiken Vaset von der Akropolis
cf. pl. 40, no. 516. H. Diels, "Das Aphlaston der antiken Schiffe," Zeitschrift des Vereins fuir
Volkeskunde, XXV, 1915, pp. 61 ff.
118 For stylis, see L. Deubner, " Dionysos und die Anthesterien," Jahrbuch, XLII, 1927, pp.
180 ff., figs. 12-16.
119 C. Torr, Greek Ships, p. 68, note. For coins, cf. J. Svoronos, Journ. int. d'arch. numtis1914, pp. 84 f.; E. Newell, Coinages of Dem etrius, pp. 32, 85 f. For Panathenaic vases
m1ztatiqute,
dating 336/5, 333/2, 321/0 B.c. cf. Thompson, H.S.C.P., Supplement I, p. 206; cf. Swindler,
Ancient Paintinig, fig. 347. After writing the above I found that a simnilarinterpretation has been
offered by H. T. Wade-Gery, J.HS., LIII, 1933, pp. 99 ff. However, he draws attention to a gem
(Furtwaengler, Ant. Gem., pl. IX, 33) which he calls a flying Nike. The type is actually that of the
Athena Parthenos, holding an aphlaston, but not winged. This might be taken to represent one of
our Nikai, were it not that the spear, shield, and serpent are never mentioned on any of the Nikai
inscriptions.
120
Woodward, No. 3, line 14.
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the left hand and may well have been the ornaments of the Dioskouroi that often
decorated the cross-bar of the stvlis.1L1
Heretofore, the usual interpretation of the word aKpcoT7ptov in these inscriptions
has been based on a passage in Demosthenes. He describes the crinmeof those thieves
that stole the aKpw rvpCa from the Nike and committed suicide (XXIV, 121): . . . o
Ta

aKpw'r-qpa

r v)tvr'
a"'ro
o

nrq NLK?7S7TEpLKo4IavTE

atc

v'

v.

.

The scholiasts on

D)emosthenes,ad. Ioc. (ed. Dindorf, Demnosthenes, IX IOxford, 18511, p. 779, 738,
14) define the aKpXOrr)pLa as -71 NlKs
K
T(OV
7TTepCv Ta aKpa '- avran- r&a ffTEpv-yag. and
e

I/

Xeyea oiove' Era&ITEpa - ov'
TpVa7
ypawb-at 71 NiK7vE S EenyovvTat,
yap
NiK7J1q AOqva&
g eLvat ayaX/ha ev T? aKporoXaE.

add

alKpwxonpa

Tav,rtfl7 Se ra

epvyag

Xpvorag ovrag

1 dToEsa4 EXEGa.
XEP710p

.

.

ETe-

. This defi-

nition has usually been accepted. But we
have seen that the word never occurs on
the lists in the plural,2'2 and in fifthcentury Greek it is scarcely possible to
describe a pair of wings as a singular.

Moreover, we have good evidence that the
aiKpwT7ptov weighed no more than 300
drachmai, an impossibly small amount for
two wings. We have noted that Nikai
even in the earlier fifth century held the
aKpWTr7pta of ships in their hands. The
scholiasts' definition must be due to a
misunderstanding. How can we then ex-

Fig. 14. Panathenaic Amphora, 336
(Swindler,

Ancient

Painting,

B.C.

fig. 347)

plain Demosthenes' remarks? For he was writing at the time and probably himself
saw the extent of the damage.
Taken on their sturface valtue,the words offer no diffictulty. The thieves broke
off the most easily detached portions of the figture,namely, the ship's ornament in
her hand. They, or other thieves, may also have broken off other acKpwjr-4pa or
extremities-the tips of the wings being likely prey. The stories, or merely the term
aKpwrrp
ov, became confused; very possiblv the scholiast had no idea of the attributes
of a Nike and interpretedaKpc'n-4ptra as best he could. The confusion is obvious, almost
inevitable; it accounts for the use of the singular on the extant inscriptions. Can it
find anv more support on the inscriptions themselves?
121
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Svoronos, loc. cit., p. 130, Ptolemy, Almagest, VIII, 1.

In I.G., I2, 368, lines 20-21, the phrase Qi[K]po[TEpta

however, no reason for restoring

TCrrapa

Te-rap]a

rather than the more likelv

has been restored. There is.
iap'rOTptoV.
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Professor Dinsmoor has noted that on every year following a political or administrative disturbance the record of the Parthenos w;as carefully checked.'2 Let
tus examine the Nikai records to see wThetherthey reveal similar checking. In the year
(I) shows certain changes.'24
385/4 B.C. the record for the Nike by ---atides
According to restorations proposed byvWoodward, she has apparently gained in total
weight the insignificant amount of two drachniai, but she has added to her possessions
a 7TEpLrpaX7,Xu`8to1v
as well as o-ToX& 8v'o without altering the weight of the second
pv,uow'; Woodward also argues plausibly for the omission of the wreath.125 All this
was evidently due to the zeal of the newly reconstituted Board of Tamiai of the
Goddess. The inscriptions for the year 37110 ( ?), 369/8 ( ?), and 367/6. the first
extant after the critical year of 376. give evidence for a net loss in the weight of
Nike .. The inscription for 37110 (Woodcward, No. 12) shows a loss of 74 drachmnai
in the fourth pvuos; that for 367/6 (Woodward. No. 14) showNTs
a loss of 62 drachmai
in the second pvZto; and that for 369/8 (Woodwvard, No. 13) shows a gain of 32 Y2
drachmai in the fifth pvZto'. Woodward supposes that the decrease in weight " occurred between 385 /4 and 374/3, without any of the component parts being removed,
resulting in a net loss of over 100 drs. of gold." 126 As he points out. no item is
takes all of
mnissing. Btit a clever thief--and the Greeks were able thieves-never
one object if he can do as well bv taking a portion of several items. From the second
j5v,uo he could pare or cut off bits of hanging drapery (orToXt'), fromn the fourthl
lie could strip the crown of some of its leaves and cut the tips from the wings. We
need not, however, assume that he, but rather the Board, was responsible for the
restoration to the fifth Sv,uo'q.Very possibly the aKpGt)-'ptov, easily detachable, was
stolen, but it could be nmosteasily restored, possibly from existing dedications. and
might weigh slightly more than the original. If these seem fanciful hypotheses, we
have only to look at the evidence provided by the last surviving inscription relating
to this Nike, dated after 35110 B.C., some four vears later than the speech by
tantalizingly damaged. Woodward restores it
Demosthenes. It is damaged,-and
(No. 16) with startling results. He finds that to fit the letters to the line. he has

to omit the rTEptrpaX-qXi8tov.He finds that in three of the first four

Avvot

deficiencies

of weight are specificallv recorded by the phrase roV'roL9 &86, followed by the sumi,
even if it amounts to only a few obols. Here is a thorough checking and revision.
Then, "for some reason," notes Woodwvard, the fifth pvpo0' is omitted." The stone
is left ominously blank. It is significant that this pjvpo' normally would have conWe are driven to the coinclusioln that the
tained the acKpotn7pLt0V, 07T-o6towv, and o-KEAX?.
1243A'

f.,

14I.G.,

II2,

XXVIIL, 1934, p. 96.
1407, lines 8-11; cf. Woodward, H.S.C.P., Suppl. I, pp. 380 ff.

12-

Loc. cit.

126

'ApX. 'ET., 1937, p. 170, table anid nlote 1. Accordinig to Corpuis restorationls in the places

affected the nietloss is 621%;drachimai:ibid., p. 166, No. 14.
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stolen. Probably large portions of the drapery at the back, the
xpvortov omar0tov,also disappeared. Let tis trust that Nike was not l.eft entirely legless,
but if Woodward's restorations of the weights are even nearly correct, one entire
third of the figure had vanished. Probably the remaining m1enebradisiecta were
regrotupedlin foutr pvptot'for convenience; the condition of the stone offers almost
any opportunity to the ingenious restorer.
Whatever the gruesome details, one fact is clear, that somewhere between 384
and 351 B.C., projecting portions of the Nike J disappeared. The history of the other
Nike (M) tha.t existed in the fourth century, thoutgh not so fully preserved, yet follows
the samie course. Between 371 and 369 B.C., changes also took place in her list; the
loss of weight amounts to about 24 drachmai. But, as with the preceding' Nike, this
loss was accompanied by the acquisition of more objects. A wreath is added:
The figure seemed also to need fturther security
Tfl XELP't EXEL.'
[jj1E [+bEtalvog
[>v]
against pilferers, for in the first and third pvvod appear pins, rEpova not previously
noted.' 8 In 367 .c. the pins seem to have been dropped from the first and third
pvFLo't. If, as Woodward suggests, the restoration of the weights is correct, the
total veight has increased to within a drachma of the original amount. Of the
inscription of 366 B.C., the last to miention this Nike, not enough survives to add any
information.
That thefts, petty and grand, were not confined to the Nikai is clear from the
later inscriptions dealing writh the check-up in the treasury made under Lykourgos.130
Here we read of the loss of the fingers from statues of bovs or of tail-feathers from
the figures of birds. Thus we may conclude that, following the ancient cutstom of
or cutting off the extremities of enemies, the gangsters of the straining
aKpco pta'Etv
days of the fourth century dared even clip the wings of Victory. The appearance
of the Nikai, with their ostentatious akroteria, on the Panathenaic vases of, 336-321
B.C. must stirely reflect ptublic appreciation of Lykourgos' restoration of the famotus
figures.
aKpW'riqptoV was

SUMMARY
After examining all this evidence, we should now be in a position to consider
each Nike in detail and to sketch her individual history.131
In general the figures fall into three groups: those. of the fifth century dedicated
before 425 B.C., those dedicated after 425, and that one dedicated in the early fourth
century. The appearance of the earlier group can only be surmised from the type
popular at that period. They probably floated quietly forward, in frontal pose, ex127
128

129
131

IG., I', 1425, line 49.
The restoration4 ppluo[v
] in the Brst SpAU is not certain; see loc. cit., lines 51 and 54.
130
I.G., 112, Addenda 1428, lines 9-21.
I.G. II9, 1498 ff.
As the references for each Nike are summarizeldon pp. 174 ff., they will not be repeated here.
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tending an open wreath or fillet, or holding naval emblems in one or possibly both
lhands.
In the first group we have placed Nikai A, B, C. Since they are merely mentioned
ir. the inscription of 434 B.C., it is impossible to tell whether they are among those that
recur on other fragments. For purposes of argument we shall therefore consider the
figures mentioned on later stones within the period of the inscription, since we do
not know the date of dedication.
On an inscription from the Agora dating from ca. 430-425 B.C. an item is listed
of which the total weight amounts to two talents (Nike D). Since the Nikai are
usually grouped together at the head of the treasure-lists, the natural inference would
be to suppose that the preceding object was a Nike. The phrase, KE4aLXaLtov
TOV1Tcov
for
summing tip the total weight is peculiar; the normal and more logical phrase was
KEcakXatovra'r q.'

2

To restorethe two survivingletters of line 2 in harmonywith

the other Nike inscriptions, the only possible solution appears to be:
[ *rEpova

|

0V] O [opa,X

Kat

,ovtov

a]

[6a0]t?wv X[RHAAAP+FF[II]I

It is strange to find the O6'pae,etc., listed at the end. The weight suggested, 1638
drachmai, 3 obols, is very light for these items, considering that the total weight was
two talents. But since neither of these objections seems final, we must accept the
probability that we have here another Nike (D). Tt is most probable that this Nike
is either A or B of those finished in 434 B.C.
The samestone of about430/25 B.C. gives us the earliest extant description of a
Nike (E) that is in any way complete. Trhetotal weight is not given. By comparison
of group weights, it can be said to be somewhat lighter, and presumably smaller than
Nike J. The name of the sculptor, Deinokrates, is otherwise unknown, and we cannot
even be sure that his work comes before Us again. The items are grouped from bottom
to top, except for the fact that if the legs and wings are to be included at the end
of the inscription, they would have to follow the head and thereby upset the apparent
logic of the grouping. It is not impossible, judging from the lightness of the given
weights, that the figure was smaller and less ambitious than others, comprising only
three 'v/ot. In that case 1T6& would cover both legs and feet, a Homeric usage. The
figure wvouldthen have weighed about a talent and a half, or slightly less. That would
imply a height of four Greek feet, assuming that the common practice of using round
numbers holds.
In 426/5 B.C. Nikai F and G were dedicated. Of these we have the fragmentary
description of the first, F. Although the condition of the stone has deterred editors
from restorations, a good deal can be deduced from the narrow dimensionls,which
132

Woodward, No. 4, lines 5 and 10; cf. id., No. 3, lines 16-17.
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indicate a line of 18 letters."' The heading gives the archonship of dedication and
magistrates. H-Ioweveringeniously one may fit in the items, or whatever the order,
the fact remains that between the preambleand lines 28-29 is just room for oneSNike.
But the preamblespecifies definitely by the dual that two figures are in question. So
far as we know, Nikai were alwraysgrouped together on the lists. It follows, therefore, that the letters scattered so teasingly at the bottom of the stone must deal with
a Nike. Line 28 cannot be made to fit aniy common preamble, but certainly suggests
the restoration, a]&o r[o3 8t&EpEtcr
[arog,

for which no parallel exists.

It is difficult

to resist the temptation of relating this phrase to the &LEpELortramdiscussed above
(p. 188), though jutst in what significance one would scarcely venture to guess. But
to establish the direct relation between the Nikai of Athena and the 8tEpEt0-Xara of the
Chalkothekewoouldadd much to our understanding of the latter. However, we cannot
contintue now to yield to these temptations of restoration.
Woodward dates between 426/5 and 407 B.C. (probably ca. 410 B.C.) an inscription (I.G., 12, 369) that lists three, probably four Nikai. The last two had their
own Board of Epistatai and nmaybe considered as just dedicated. The first two may
well have been dedicated earlier.
Of the first Nike that appears on this inscription, 11, only the letters aKporjEpt [ov
also from another inscription (I.G., 112,
(?) are preserved. The second, In is knlowxn
1502) which gives identical descriptions of the same items. It seems to have been
divided into four weighing-groups of approximately three thousand drachmlaieach,
giving a total of one talent, 5987 drachmai, almost precisely that of Kallistratos' Nike.
The order of these pvpoi is peculiar: the list begins with the legs and records the
head in the middle,--the only certain instance of unsystematic weighing among all
the inscriptions. We may not go far wrong when we infer from that fact that the
Nike was among the oldest of her fellows.
The last Nike on I.G., 12, 369, Kv is by the sculptor Timodemos. This was not
a common name. It is interesting therefore to find TIMOAHMOinscribed on a fine
gem which Fuirtwringlerattributes to the fifth century."'2Since gem-cutting and metalworking were closely allied arts at that period, it is not impossible that the goldsmith
made (or owned) the gem. We regret that Pliny does not mention goldsmiths but
rather silversmiths,--for

Timodemaos, Deinokrates, and

- - -

atides must have been

three important artists of a distinguiishedfield at the height of its flower.
Nike K was dismantled from the head downward. The Avuotwwere on the average
3000 drachmai in weight. the total not being preserved. In her right hand she held
an akroterion, probablythe aphlaston; in her left stars, presumably fixed on the naval
staff, the stylis. This occasion seems to be her only appearance.
133
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One other Nike nmakes her deTbhton I.G., 12, 369, Nike J, by the sculptor
---atides.135 She is mentioned on twelve separate inscriptions. On the fifth-century
inscriptions the phrase NiKE XpVOE hEV- -- aTrtSE EwoTEo-Ev is used; on those dated in
xpvO-9
the fourth century NClK
The inscription of 399/8 B.C.36 is virtually
complete and miay be taken as the canonical form for the others. It indicates that
the figure held a wreath in her right hand and an akroterion in her left. When a new
Board wvasset up in 385/4 B.C., certain items change, but since the weight does not
increase, we are driven to supposing that the change is in the description rather than
in the Nike."87 Between the years 385 and 371/0 B.C., presumably under Androtion's
administration, slight readjustments were made in the figure itself. As well as a
decrease of a little more than 100 drachmiiai in the total weight, xpv4c8La LwKpa, or
bits of gold, appear in increasing nuimbers as time goes on. We have been led to
sturmnisethat the statue had disintegrated or been deliberately broken. It was " disintegration" which formed the excuse for Androtion's melting down the crowns
dedicated in the Parthenon. Demosthenes, sneering that gold crowns could not wither,
v')
CO)O-TEp
ovTas, 'aX' ov /pvoov 1i8 preferred to attribute these losses to
"p8W
deliberate plundering. We have seen, in otur discussion of the akroterion, that this
Nike may wvellhave been the very one of which Demosthenes spoke in reporting the
thefts from the Parthenon.
The largest Nike (L) weighed over 2 talents 200 drachmai. She is mentioned
on only one inscription1.39 and cannot be identified with any other Nike of which
details are preserved. But no doubt she nmayequal one of those about which nothing
is known. The items were listed from the head downward and show no peculiarities.
We find, then, that the number of Nikai mnentionedin fifth-century inscriptions
reaches a possible maximum total of twelve. But obviously we cannot recognize a
Nike unless sufficient details of her appearance are preserved. For instance A, B, C
must reappear and we may identify themn for the sake of argument with the next
available three Nikai of which we have descriptions. Nikai F and G, dedicated in
426/5 B.C., however, must be new, and J and K, presumably dedicated ca. 410 B.C.,
again are not to be identified with any preceding pieces. Nike L, which weighed over
2 talents, cannot in respect to our previous doubling up be identified with any other.
We have, then, a probable minimunmof eight Nikai extant before the crisis of 406/5
Noting that in three cases Nikai are dedicated in pairs, we might expect an even
B.C.
number. It is interesting that this numnberequals that which has been argued from
the seven 8&EpEtWcla-rathat stirvived in the fourth century.
-

135 Note

that the Agora inscription gives the fullest version of this name yet discovered.

Hitherto it was restored --136
I.G. II2,
linJes
1388,
16-2J

yt&c3.

37 See

138

above, pp. 204 f.
Timtokrates,755.

139 Woodward,No.

4, lines 2-5.
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In 374/3 B.C.a Nike (M) was dedicatedin the archonship of Sokratides. Possibly
she was one of the fifth-century inaidens re-plated with gold from the offerings melted
down by Androtion (supra, note 15). She extended a wreath in her right hand but
lheldno akroterion. The best preserved of the five inscriptions that mention her dates
fron 371/0 (?) B.C.140 The division into -EourAv,totogives a general average of
approximately 3000 drachmai at her heaviest. In the first pv6o9 of the list for 367/6
which
and of that for 369/8 ( ?) a wreath is to be found (o-,rrEavos o E"Wr't xEp
XEOP')
In 369/8 (?), with the appearance of
does not appear in the list for 37110 ( I?
the ocwrEavog oE6rt -r XEtp', the weight of the first pv6os which is recorded as 3178 drs.
and 1 ob., is 100 drs. and 3 obs. greater than it had been in 37110 (?), when it was
recorded as 3077 drs. and 4 obs.'43 It may well be that the crown was made between
374/3 and 369/8 out of the amount of gold recorded in Col. I of the stele on which M
makes her first appearance
12

7po'PT' v

NiK [YV 0O EICTaTat]

irporaiE80o-a jv Tapaa0ovrEs
TCOVITpOTEpa)V

1

.

!
.

Tapa]

[ETEOTaT(1v

a( oaov.'44

If that is true, we may restore in line 15 IHi]l [I] (. A few pins were added later,
presumably to secure the plates from ripping by thieves.
In the latter part of the fourth century, possibly by Alexanider and certainly by
Lykourgos, several if not all the original Nikai were re-covered wvithgold. But they
were soon to lose their all to the tyrant, ILachares, and desert the temnpleof Athena
as Victory deserted the Athenian people.
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140 I.G., II>, Addenda1424a,lines 50-62 (Corpus date, 370/69 B.C.; Woodward,No. 12, dates
it 371/0? B.C.).
141 I.G., JII, Addenlda 1428, line 13 (mrTfSavos o Erl
xELp), and II9, 1425, line 29 (L[r1T[Oa1vog,
O OV
evE
"ExE)
LEIvrtXt
Thj XELtpEXe

I.G., II, Addenda 1424a, lines 50-62: the inscription is here sufficiently well preserved to
assure that UTErObavooE7rt' T
tp', or the like, was not written.
143 I.G., 12,
XXX]HPAArFFF1;cf. IIF, Addenda 1428
1425 (369/8?), line 53: [a]Ta[6Opv:
I.G., II', Addenda 1424a (371/0?), line 54:
(367/6), lines 14-15: oTaOpo)v[XX]XHPA4[PF]FFI.
[oiTjaOuOv XXXPAAPH|IIII.
144 Woodward, No. 17, from I.G., II2, 1421, lines 12-15; for the composition of the stele see
Woodward, No. 11. Woodward (No. 17) considers it certain that this entry refers to Nike M
(dedicated in 374/3) and points out that the " entry is not to be found in any later list."
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